FAQ – FY21 RFI Schools Questions

3/6/2020 Update:
Q: The Behavioral Health Plan that you reference must be filled out. Is there a form for that? I can't find anything . . . .
A: Thank you for your questions. The school behavioral health plan can be provided in any format as long as our Board can identify behavioral health services provide for your K-12 population.

Q: The forms that must be filled out - they are all in the form of PDFs that we must print, fill out and then scan and return back to you. Yet, the directions say that NO PDF files will be accepted. What would you like me to do?
A: Thank you for your question, there was an error in the RFI, PDFs will be accepted.

3/13/2020 Update:
Q: In reading the Line Item Definitions, does the full projected amount get written in under Category II: A3. Contractual? We are not away of funds going to places or expenses other than the salary for the counselor who comes to Mohawk.
A: If I understand you correctly, Mohawk School will receive the funding from our Board. If the funds will be used to contract with a different agency to provide in-school counseling services, then all the funds shall be listed under Contractual.

Q: Does anything need to go under the matching funds? Would that include things such as the office space we provide, computer and printing access, etc?
A: Matching funds are not required. Also, only monetary matching (CASH MATCH ONLY) funds shall be listed.

Q: Is this considered an Initial Application?
A: Yes.